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ABSTRACT 

The spin dependence of large momentum transfer exclusive and inclusive 
reactions can be used to test the gluon spin and other basic elements of QCD. 
In particular, exclusive processes including hadronic decays of heavy quark 
resonances have the potential of isolating QCD hard scattering subprocesses 
in situations where the helicities of all the interacting constituents are 
controlled. The predictions can be summarized in terms of QCD spin selection 
rules. We also briefly comment on the calculation of magnetic moment and 
other hadronic properties in QCD. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Among the most difficult challenges for any dynamical theory of high 
energy hadronic phenomenon is the correct description of spin effects. Spin 
correlations and other polarization phenomenon are sensitive to the detailed 
holiclty dependence and phase structure of hadrcr;ic amplitudes and lead to 
critical checks of theoretical predictions. In this talk we will discuss how 
the spin dependence of exclusive and inclusive charge momentum transfer 
reactions provide complimentary tests of some of t-he ba.sic elements of 
quantum chroroodynamlcs. 

The predictions of QCD for large momentum transfer inclusive processes, 
including spin correlations, are based on the QCD factorization theor:>f, 
which separates the dynamics of hard scattering quark and gluon subprrcesi; 
cross sections from process-independent structure functions Cq/^f^iQ) and 
Cg/j|(x,Q) — evolved to the large momentum transfer scale Q. These predic
tions, though straightforward, are complicated by a number of effects which 
can seriously affect the results in the subas-'mptotic doma'n (see Sact. H I ) . 
In addition, the correlation between rrtnfit i t..,mt and parent liadron spin is 
only statistical and vanishes in the low x domain. 

As we have discussed in a series of recent papers, 2 - J the predictions 
of perturbative QCD can also be extended to the domain of exclusive pro
cesses.5 The predictions for large momentum exclusive reactions are based 
on a second QCD factorization theorem which separates the dynamics of hanl 
scattering quark and gluon scattering amplitudes from process-independent 
"distribution amplitudes" $|j(x,Q) evolved to the large momentum transfer 
scale Q. As we shall see, exclusive processes have the potential of isc nting 
the QCD hard scattering processes in situations where the helicities of ,11 
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the interacting constituents are controlled. In the case of the meson form 
factors and meson pair-production in two-photon collision!), the results are 
rigorous predictions of QCD which test the scaling and spin properties of 
quark and gluon interactions at large momentum transfer to all orders in 
o s(Q^), as well as the structure and helicity dependence of hadronic wave 
functions at short distances. In the case of other reactions such as the 
baryon form factor and fixed angle hadran-hadron scattering, the factorized 
hard scattering contributions are again predicted to give the asymptotically 
dominant contribution at large momentum transfer. Non-factorizable contri
butions from handshaft pinch contributions and the x near 1 kinematic 
region,5' although asymptotically suppressed by Sudakov form factors,S»'° 
could still play an important phenoineno logical role at non-asymptotic momentum. 
In this talk we will review the perturbative QCD predictions for many types 
of spin and polarization correlations and contrast the sensitivity of large 
momentum transfer inclusive versus exclusive reactions as basic probes of 
hadron dynamics. 

II. QCD AND QUARK H'JLICITY5 • * 1 

A central feature of perturbative quantum chromodynamics is that quark 
helicity is conserved (up to terns of order mq/Q) by the vector gluon inter
actions. Hard subpracesses in which all the routings of the large momentum 
transfer Q 2 >> m^ involve far-off shell intermediate states thus must conserve 
total quark helicity: hj = hp. Hie crucial step for deriving predictions 
for the spin-dependence of hadron reactions is to understand how the helicity 
of eacli interacting hndron is correlated with the helicity of iLs constitu
ents. There is a striking difference between exclusive and inclusive reac
tions in this regard. In the case of inclusive reactions, the inevitable 
presence of quark and gluon (non-valence) spectators as well as non-zero 
relative orbital angular momentum strongly reduces th« spin correlation 
between the interacting constituent and the parent hatlron, expect at the 
kinematical limit it -*• I. In contrast, exclusive reactions involving large 
momentum transfer Q are dominated (to leading order in m q/Q) by the simplest 
valence sta**e wave function with zero relative angular momentum !•£-» 0 for 
each interacting hadron. Thus, in this case, the sum of the valcnre con
stituent helicity equals the hadron heliclty: 

, £ :i " SLdron <2-» 
valence 

to all orders in o^tQ ) and leading order in m/Q. The combination of this 
"spin additivity" property with hclicity conservation for hard subprocesses 
then leads to "QCD selection rules" for exclusive processes which directly 
reflect the spin properties of the basic quark and p.lnnn Interactions. We 
give a detailed discussion in Sect. IV. 

The underlying link between exclusl*- ind m it-*-*ve processes and the 
spin dependence of hadronic reactions :n ,CD is the Fock state hadronic wave 
function.12 An irnorti"' .iLure of QCD is that the wave function for hadrons 
can be expand-* ' MI.) over states of definite quark and gluon number. Such 
renominlized t uk states can be rigorously defined because of the cancellation 
of all infrared divergences for color singlet bound states.5 We will define 
the stares at equal tir:? T = t+z on light-cone in the light-cone gauge 
A = <Vn + A*** = 0. The amplitude to find n (on-mass-shell) quarks and gluons 

•"•"•:--':-:,;ir;i;.3 D^iir-iiirisii-iuHftnj 



In a hadron with ^-momentum P directed along the z-direccion and spin pro
jection S z is defined to be (k* - k° ik3) (SPP Fi$. 1). 

Fig. 1. A representative Fock 
state amplitude <h[, (k j t ,xi,si) 
for a hadron at equal time on 
the light-cone. 

\ (*i'kii'si) ' xi = ^ 

n A •* 
where by momentum conservation £ x, = ] and 2J k .^O. The n. specify the 

i-1 i-1 1 X 

spin-projection of the constituents- The state is off the light-cone energy 
shell, 

*' - Z kj 1 " ! . X l - < 0 . (2.2) 
1-1 * p 

The "valence" Fock states {which turn out to dominate large momentum transfer 
exclusive reactions) are the |qq> (n • 2) and |qqq> (n = 3) comp-nents of the 
meson and baryon. For each fermion or anti-fermlon constituent W11 ' ( k^ .x^ .S j ) 
multiplies the spin factor udc^/Zkj or vOc^/i/ky . The wave function 
normalization condition is 

( n ^ 0 / | * ^ ( k

i i - i . » i ) | 2 [ " \ ] W " ' • <2-3> 

where 

and 

/ n 

M • 4 ( ' - E»i) ri ixj 

The wave functions <li can now be used to define the coherent distribution 

amplitudes (pfXj.Q) - /[d kjj *v(x.,k ) which control high momentum transfer 
exclusive processes, and the probabilistic quark and gluon momentum distri
butions G(x,Q) ~ / [ a \ ] I #(x.,k,)\ which control large momentum transfer 
inclusive reactions, as well as multlparticlc longitudinal and transverse 



momentum distribution. More precisely, ttie quark and gluon distribution func
tions for large momentum transfer inclusive reactions at the scale Q^ are 

' 2 
k I a < Q 

Wv-v1*) - *;>> E f i^Ki-wiV^M"*-^ 
n' 5i*a J 

(2.4) 
where d a (Q") Is due to the wave function renormalization of the constituent 
a. Notice that onlv terms which fall-off as |i^|Z - ( k 2

a ) - 1 (modulo logs) 
contribute to the t}2 dependence of the integral. These contributions are 
analyzable tay the renormalization group and correspond in perturbative QCD 
to quark or gluon pair production or fragmentation processes associated with 
the struck constituent a. In general, unless x is close to ', all Fock states 
in the hadron contribute to Ga/u. Multlparticle probability distributions arc 
simple generalization of Eq. (2.4). 

Inclusive cross sections in QCD are then obtained by a summation over 
(spin-dependent) incoherent hard scattering subprocess cross sections:1»'3 

d°AB.CX 'EM, / -'b W V V « ) W V V ^ K b ^ (2"5) 

* o o 

where each subprocess do is computed for on-shell constituents a and b which 
are collinear with A and B. Equation (2.5) gives the standard QCD factori
zation of the hiRh momentum transfer subprocesses from the non-perturbative 
bound state dynamics. The distribution functions G(xa,Q) give the probability 
distributions at relative impact distances of order b± -^(l/Q); the actual 
maximum transverse momentum scale where the factorization occurs is approxi
mately given by Q 2 - (l-x f l)Q 2. CA detailed discussion is given in Ref. 14.] 
The subprocesMej doaj, include (high-tvist) reactions where a and b are clusters 
of quarks and f,luons in the initial state hadrons. Such terms incorporate15 

the dynamical effects of large transverse tnomentua quark and gluon components 
in the incident wave function as well as from multiple scattering effects. 
The hard scattering summation handles the off-shell kinematics of the con
stituents correctly, and can performed in a well-defined gauge-invariant 
manner.15 The naive procedure of smearing the leading twist cross section 
leads to infinite results in the case of gluon-exchange processes and cannot 
be Justified in QCD. 

III. INCLUSIVE REACTIONS AND SPIN EFFECTS 

Given forms for the Ct-,/A(xa,sa,Q), it is, in principle, possible to 
calculate the dynamical and spin dependence for each hard scattering sub-
process do (as a power series in a g(Q-) T and obtain predictions for weak, 
electromagnetic, or purely hadronic large momentum transfer inclusive reac
tions from Eq. (2.5). For example, spin asymmetries and correlations have 
been calculated for the production of hadrons, jets, prompt photons, lepton 
pairs, weak bosons at large transverse momentum in hadron-hadron, photon-
hodron, and e +e" collisions.16 The basic spin correlation structure function 
for quarks in nucleans which Is required for these predictions can be measured 
in polarized nucleon-polarized lepton dep inelastic reactions.17 However, 



there are a number of complications and difficulties which detract from the 
•tility of inclusive reactions as deflnit've probes of helicity structure in 
QCD: 

(1) Although the Q/-evolution of the spin-dependent quark and gluon 
probability distributions in hadrons is determined by perturbative QCD, the 
complete forms of the structure functions depends on unknown non-perturbative 
physics. (An important exception to this Is photon-induced reactions.) 

(2) The probability distributions Ca/n receive contributions from all 
Fock states, Including any number of spectator quark and gluons. In addition, 
states with any value of orbital angular momentum contribute in the square of 
the wave function; in particular, the spectator gluons are produced by QCD 
evolution with Lgl'O. Thus (unlike exclusive reactions) the sum of constituent 
heliclties does not generally equal the hadron helicity. (An Important con
straint on quark-hadron hellcity correlations is however given by the Bjorken 
sum rule.'e) 

(3) The use of Eq, (2.5) for spin correlations bnyend leading order in 
os(Q ) becomes very complicated because of the Interrelation between many 
different subprocesses. For example, the gq * Y*q > ibprocess must be expli
citly taken into account in Drell-Yan massive lept~' ^ilr production beyond 
leading order in a s(Q^). An even more serious problem is that virtual 
longitudinal-scalar gluon exclusive contributions also must be taken Into 
account beyond leading order. For example, In Born approximation the process 
Y8 -*• qq has zero correlation between the photon linear polarization and the 
qq production plane.19 Contributions to the correlation to first order in 
as(Q ) arise not only from one-loop virtual corrections19 to -yg "* qq, but also 
from the virtual gluon contributions in the higher particle subprocesses 
Y° •* «3-*"qq, and Yg •+ g + qq (fee Fig. 2). The analysis of these "coulomblc" 
gluon contributions will be given elsewhere. 

(4) In the case of single-hadron 
production at transverse momentum, 
leading-twist subprocesses are unlikely 
to dominate the cross section below 
Pj < 8 GeV because of the well-known 
trigger bias effect.21 The complete 
set of higher-twist suhprocesses, 
i;q • Mq, qq •' MM, qM + qM, etc. must 
be taken into account.2^ As noted 
above, higher-twist contributions 
incorporate and replace the naive k 2 

smearing procedure. In general, the 
higher-twist and leading-twist terms 
have a completely unrelated helicity 
and spin structure. 

(5) Inclusive reactions involving 
incident hadrons also suffer from the 
fact tha^ the Initiating constituents 
can (Glauber) scatter elastlcally or 
inelastlcally on spectator constituents 
before the hard scattering process.13 

This effeCL can further reduce and 
complicate polarization correlations 
at low energies. 

\r t* %q 
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Fig. 2. Order a s(Q 2) corrections 
to the yg •+ qq subprocess. The 
longitudinal-scalar polarization 
components of the exchanged gluon 
propagator in (a) and (b) give a 
non-zero contribution to che cor
relation of the qq production 
plane with tb» photon linear 
polarisation. The virtual loop 
corrections to the Yg * qq sub-
process such as (c) contribute to 
this correlation in the same 
order. 



It is f.ear that the net gluon or quark polarization in inclusive reac
tions is p.tays less than the hadron polarization, except ponslbly at the 
kine->ati limit x •+ 1. Conversely, we expect that the correlation between 
constituent and hadron helicity vanish as x -*• 0, because of all the depolarizing 
mechanisms. 

Altit.'ugh ilie spin correlations in the valence quark, sea quark and gluon 
inclusive listribution functions are generally controlled by non-perturbative 
bound state dynamics, it is still possible to make perturbat*ve QCD predictions 
for the spin correlations of fast constituents in the limit x -* l.1** Note 
that at the edge of phase space only the valence Fock state contributes to 
the leading behavior In (1-x) since this requires the fewest number of specta
tors to stop. Furthermore, for x - 1, the struck quark is kinematically far 
off-shell and spacelike: k 2 - -(k 2+ x*)/(l-x) •* -» as long as the spectator 
masses are non-zero. The (1-x) power behavior of the structure functions can 
thus be computed in leading order from the simplest QCD tree diagrams; one finds 

\ (1-x) 3 parallel q,N helicity 
G o / N ( x ) x^l » 5 ' ( 3 , l > 

q'" x ' { (.1-xV anti-parallel q,N helicity 
Equation (3.1) implies that the leading quark at x -*• 1 always carries the 
helicity of the nuclein. This effect, in fact, acems to be consistent with 
the trend of the large xB.- data obtained by the 5LAC-Yale polarized-electron 
polarized-proton deep inelastic scattering experiment.17 Since flavor and 
spin are correlated in the baryon valence wave function, perturbatlve QCD also 
then predicts G u/ P i ^G^/ at x •* 1, In fact, if we assume Sl!(6) symmetry, we 
have C u / | )-» 5 G d / p f o r * * 1." 

In the case of gluon distribution in the nucleon, we recall that simple 
q -*• gq bremsstrahlung has a [(l-x)2 + l]/ x dependence where the two terms 
correspond respectively to parallel and anti-parallel gluon and initial quark 
helicity. At x - 0, rhe gluon helicity becomes uncorrelated. Convoluting 
this result with Cq/jj gives perturbative contributions 

| (1-x) parallel g.N helicity 

•x) 6 anti-parallel q.N helicity ) (1-x)' 

i.e.. in general, the loading q or g constituents at x - 1 have helicities 
parallel tc the nuclecT helicity. 

The analysis of meson structure functions at x ~ 1 is similar to that of 
the baryor., with two striking differences: (1) The controlling power behavior2: 

of the leading--tv, st conrribution is <l-x) 2 from perturbative QCD. The extra 
factor of (1-x? — compared to what would have been expected from spectator 
counting — can be attributed to ihe mismatch between the quark spin and thaL 
of the meson. (2) rhe longitudinal meson structure function has an anomalous 
non-scaling component'^ which is finite at x •* 1 : r'L(x,Q) - Cx 2/Q 2. This 
higher twist term, which comes from the lepton scattering off an instantaneous 
fermion-line in light-cone perturbation theory, can be rigorously computed 
and normalized in perturhative QCD. 1 1** 2 5 The crucial fact is that the wave 
function evolution and spertator transverse momentum integrations can be 
written directlv in terms of a corresponding calculation of the meson form 
factor. A simplified r'/sult for the pion structure f met ion in leading order 
is (in analogy to the Born driving term in the Wit ten structure function)lt* 



F"(x,Q) ? % • C /" dk2 a (kZ) F (k2) (3.3) 
i. Q£ r j s TT 

which numerically is P L - x 2/Q 2 (GeV2 units). 
The dominance of the longitudinal structure functions in the fixed W limit 

for mesons 1B an essential prediction of perturbatlvc QCD and Is a special type 
of spin test. Perhaps the most dramatic consequence is In the Drell-Yan pro
cess up •+ fc+Ji"X; one predicts26 that for fixed pair mass Q, the angular dis
tribution of the t + (in the pair rest frame) will change from the conventional 
(l + cos 20 +) distribution to sin 2(6 +) for pairs produced at large x L. A recent 
analysis of the Chicago-IUinois-Princeton experiment27 at FNAL appears to 
confirm the QCD high-twist prediction with about the expected normalization. 
It will bo very important to check whether this effect is associated with the 
predicted c/Q behavior. Striking evidence for a higher-twist component 
has also been reported in a Gargami>lle?B analysis of the quark fragmentation 
functions in vp -*• «+u~X. The results yield a quark fragmentation distribution 
into positive charged hadrons which is consistent with the predicted form:*'1 

d^/dzdy - B(l-z)2+ (C/Q2)(l-y) where the (1-y) behavior corresponds to a 
longitudinal structure function. It is also crucial \o check that the e +e~*MX 
cross section becomes purely longitudinal (sin*-8) at large z at moderate Q'. 
The implications of this higher-twist contribution for meson production at large 
P T will be discussed elsewhere.30 

IV. SPIN EFFECTS IN EXCLUSIVE REACTIONS AND QCD SELECTION RULES 

As we have seen in the previous section, test of spin effects In Inclusive 
reactions are often complicated by a number of corrections and dcpolarizatlng 
mechanisms. In the case of large monvntum transfer exclusive reactions, such 
as e +e~ -+• MM and yy •* MM, only the minimal |qq> Fnck state of the meson contri
bute to leading order In tn/Q, and one can obtain direct, rigorous checks of 
quark and gluon dynamics at short distance^ - 8 We will focus here on the use 
of exclusive reactions to experimentally determine the ^luon spin and inter
actions in QCD. As we have discussed in the introduction, exclusive reactions 
involving large momentum transfer can he written in a form which factorizes 
the dynamics Of the hard scattering quark and gluon processes from the physics 
Of the hadronic wave functions. For example, the leading contribution to the 
nucleon form factor is given by ihe product of three factors: (a) the distri
bution amplitude, $, for finding the three-quark valence state in the Incoming 
proton; (b) the amplitude, T H, for this quark state to scatter with the photon 
producing three quarks in the final state whose momenta are roughly colllnear; 
and (c) the amplitude, $*, for this final quark state to reform into a hadron. 
Thus the magnetic form factor can be written (sec Fig. j a ) 3 , 5 ' 3 1 

V 2 ' -f[**]fh] •*( yi- 5

y) Tn(v>v' : |)*(v iU[ I + '<»"»] "•" 
o o 

where 5 = min (x.Q). 
X 4 1 



Fig. 3. (a) Factorized structure for the dominant QCD contribution 
to the baryDn form factors. (h) Leading order (in n s(Q 2>) contri
butions to the hard scattering amplitude (qqq) + y* "* (qqq). The 
black dots indicate renormalized vertex and self-energy insertions. 

To leading order in a s(Q-), the "hard scattering amplitude" T^ is the 
sum of all Born diagrams for r* + 3q -* 3q in perturhative QCD (see Fig. 3b). 
The transverse momentum fluctuations of the quarks in the initial and final 
protons are negligible relative to q±, as are all particle masses. These can 
be ignored in T^ so that In effect each hadron is replaced by collinear on-
shell valence partuns. Since the final quarks are collinear, momentum of 
f'fq̂ ) -* •» must be transferred from quark line to quark line (via gluons) in 
T|j. This justifies the use of perturbation theory in computing Tfl. since all 
internal propagators in the Born diagrams must then be off-shell by f O ' ) . 
Furthermore, the most important dynaraical feature of the form factor -- its 
power-law fall-off — can then be traced to the behavior of T H, which falls 
for increasing Q 2 with a factor {n s(Q 2)/Q 2) for each constituent, after the 
first, scattered from the incident to the final diioctioit: I.e., 

T H ( W « ) - (^ ) T (* i - r i ) [ ' + ' ' ( «y ' ) ] <*•» 
where aK(Q") = (An/6)(£n Q-/A 2) - is the running coupling constant (see Fig. 
3b). 

It is now cleat that non-valence Fock staLes in the proton cannot contri
bute since all such states contain four or more constituents, each of which 
must be turned to the final direction. Thus T H for these states falls as 
(a s(Q 2)/Q 2) 3 or faster and is negligible relative to (4.2) as Q 2 * ». [This 
observation, while strictly true in light-cone gauge (rj-A " A + • 0}, has a 
different interpretation in covariant gauges.! Thus non-valence ("sea") 
quarks and gluons in the proton do not contribute. The quantity <fr(x,Q) is 
the "distribution amplitude" for finding the valence quark with light-cone 
fraction xj in the hadron at relative separation b1 -f'(l/Q). In fact, 



This amplitude Is obviously process independent. It contains the essential 
physics of that part of the hadronic wave function which affects exclusive 
processes with large momentum transfer. The distribution amplitude is only 
weakly dependent on Q , and this dependence is completely specified by an 
evolution equation of the form (in leading order) ? - i 

- J[dy] vC^.y^lyj.Q) <*.«) 

where V can be computed from a single gluon exchange kcr^vi. The general 
solution of this equation Is 

(4.5) 

obtain the general fonn 

(4.6) 

The factorized farm of Eq. (4.1) inplles a simple sp ce-tlme picture. 
The exchange of large transverse momentum in the hard scattering amplitude 
Tjj occurs only when the relative sepuration of the constituents approaches 
the light-cone -- i.e., -(ztl) - zO>> 2 ~ (z(i)-z(j))2 -^(1/Q 2). The dis
tribution amplitude ¥ In the probability amplitude for finding the valence 
quarks sufficiently nea- the light-cone; by the uncertainty principle, this 
corresponds to a momentum space wave function smeared over all k 2 < 1/zJ - Q 
as tn Eq. (4.3). Each (polynomial) olgensolution t n(x 1) of the evolution 
equation is directly related to a term in the operator product expansion of 
the wave function evaluated near the light-cone. The eigenvalues Y„ are the 
corresponding anomalous dimensions. 

3eyond leading order, the hard scattering amplitude T^ and the kernel 
for the dlntrlhution amplitude can bf- expanded In power series In a s(QM. 
We note that the anomalous region 1-Xj < m/Q in Eq. ('•.!) is suppressed In 
the baryon form factor by t-o powers o( as(Q) relative to the leading hard 
scattering domain. The contribution of this region Is further suppr"ssed 
by a Sudakov quark form factor S(Q 2) since for 1-Xj ~ m/Q a nearly on-shell 
Struck quark must absorb the full momentum transier Q without rr.diating 
gluons. Detailed discussions are given in Refs. 5 and 7. In the case of 
meson fcrm factors, F^yfO ) , yy -* MM, etc., the endpolnt region (1-x) ̂  m/.) 
is suppressed by a kinemntic factor of m/Q. This allows a direct proof of 
short distance dominance using operator product and renormallzation group 
methods for these processes.° 

*(*L.1) • *, x - x , 2-i 3 
1 3 n -0 ( £ " r i "*«(*> 

Combining 
of G„: 

ch i s expansion with E t s . ( 1 . 5 ) nnd ( 1 . 6 ) , 

v>2> • Ws •4-sr 



We can generalize the above results to other exclusive processes 
HJHJ - H3H4, e +e" •* H[ ... H N , 3 2 et_. where all invariants Pj-pi scale with S, 
by computing the hard scattering amplitude TH(xi»Q»ec,m.^ — caJculnted ^y 
replacing ench harfron by collin-ar, on-shell valence quarks (with the approxi
mate helicity) — convoluted with the distribution amplitudes $u(x.,q) for 
finding the constituents in each hadron il with light-cone momentum fractions 
xj at transverse separation b 1 -f'(l/Q) with Q - (min 54)0 (as in Flp. A). 

By definition all the logarithmic 
p colllnear divergences arc summed In y thc distribution amplitudes rather 

than T H, which is collineor irre
ducible. In processes such as 

"•H, / u. "<>4 , ' hadron-hadron scattering at large 
"V" ~X '• — ^ [ \ - X \ Q momentum transfer, the anomalous 
( — MM) =*• fr ) " multiple-scattering I.andshoff pinch 

^ 
.., ,. contributions9 which appear in tree-

JT >'J,JV- graph approximation are asymptotically 
v suppressed by Sudakov form factors5*1 

•;• P„ X») for near on-shell quasi-exclusive 
^ \ quark-quark scattering. The possible 

",'. " B phenomenological contribution of 
pinch contributions at sub-asymptotic 

-, , r . . . _ momentum transfer is still uncertain; Fig. it. Factorized structure for - , ,, . j,, . , ,^: , , . for simplicity we will ignore these the process yy - MM in perttirbat ive _ ..r . J. ° 
y v contributions here. 

Note that the axial symmetric 
d2k^ integration in the definition 

of t(x^.Q) projects out only Ly = 0 components for the valence wave function 
1 , V(k l i,x 1,s i).^. l i Thus the sum of Che quark lielicitles in $ equals the 
hadron helicity. On the other hand, Tu conserves total quark helicities to 
leading order in m/Q because of the tyy i vector gluon interaction. The most 
important dynamical features of the hadroqic amplitudes at large momentum 
transfer — their power-law fall-off in Q , their angular dependence and their 
h- ity dependence — are thus determined by the Born contribution to 
"1 '"1 Q*6c.m )* W c a r e t , u l s l p d t o a 1ai'8«> number of detailed, experimentally 
L ..)le, ' cdicclons of QCD which critically reflect its elementary scaling 
and spin 1 ipcrrles at short distances. In particular there are two sets of 
universal predictions of QCD which follow from the proorties of 
T HCx,g 2,e c m ) to leading order In I/Q and to all orders in a s(Q 2) (5.11): 

(A) The dimensional counting rules3* for the power-law behavior of 
exclusive processes: • ft - tJ J - n, where n is the minimum number of external 
elementary fields (leptons, quarks, Iransversely-polarized gluons or photons) 
participating in T H. 

(B) The QCl) helicity selection rule 

i.e., total had run helicity is conserv.-d. In the case of space-Uke electro
magnetic or weak form factors, the fact that the current car. only change the 
helicity by .",.),. •- lij + hy •: 1 in the Brcit frame leads to an even more restric
tive rule: 



i.e., minimal hadron hplicit Wo emphasis tluti ihe*v hcltclty selection 
rules are special feacmos ,-f vector gl.ion gauge theories and the fact thai 
the valence Fock stater dominate the amplitude at large momentum transfer. 
Ignoring the Sudakov-suppressed contributions, the results are true to .ill 
orders in a s<Q-). The QCD dimensional counting rule (A) for the power be
havior of fixed angle scutLering amplitudes and form factors appear to he 
consistent with experiment; detailed reviews are Riven in Refs. 5 and 3U. 

Let us now discuss some of the consequence of the QCD heUcitv rules. 
For example, space-like lorm factors for processes in which the hadron's 
helicity is changed, or in which the Initial or final fiadron has helicity 
|h| a 1 are suppressed by powers of m/Q where m is an effective quark mass. 
The QCD selection rules thus imply power-law suppression of F;j(Q2)/FV(Q2) 
and Y*P -» A(h - 3/2). In the case of the deutoron, dlri-nsional counting and 
helicity conservation predicts 3 3. 3 5 F n(Q 2) - (1/Q 2) 5 at large Q a (modulo 
logarithmic factors) for the dominant helicity zero -* helicity zero transi
tion form factor. 

An important feature of the hard scattering perturbatlve QCD predictions 
is that oil of the helicity-conserving electroweak baryon form factors can be 
expressed31 as linear combinations of just two basic form factors — Cjj(Q2) 
and GTT(Q2J — corresponding to amplitudes in which the current interacts with 
a valence quark with helicity parallel or anti-parallel to the helicity of 
the nucleons, respectively. The coefficients are determined by the corres
ponding SU(2)i * U(l) quark charges. Thus the nucleon magnetic form factors 
Gjj(Q2) and Gj",(Q2) are sufficient to predict all of the electroweak nucleon 
form factors. The assumption of the standard hell city-flavor symmetry for 
the baryon wave functions at short distances then leads to the specification 
of all the leading electroweak octet and decouplct form factors. The spatial 
wave functions can be assumed to bt- symmetrical with respect to the (uarks 
having the same helicity. a feature which is preserved under perturbative QCD 
evolution. At Q -* •", the spatial wave function becomes totally symmetric, 
*B*xi»Q^ * x1xzx3(l..R Q 2/A 2)" YB, and thus the felicity-flavor structure of 
the baryon states sitisfies exact SU(6) symmetry. The detailed results arc 
given in Ref. 31. The ratio &f,(Q-)/C^{Q2) is particularly senHitive to the 
shape of the dlstr v . 'on amplitude and the spin of the gluons. Specific 
productions are given ii: Kef. 5. 

For the case of timelike processes at lar^e IT, e+i ~ * Y* "* HA + H B * t h t 

hadrons are predicted to be dominantlv produced with opposite helicity 
"A * ~ nB " ° o r *J!' s I n c c total hadron heliclty iv. conserved. AH two-body 
angular distributions have center-of-mass angular distributions given by 
di ^(6; -̂ ere X = h A - h B and J Y - ±1 (m2/s •* 0). The angular distirburion 
or the cross sections must then he proportional to (l+cos2P) for * = : 1 or 
ain20 for )i-0; i.e., QCD predicts (modulo calculable log Q 2 factors)11 

S ( - v *»*».) 
( I t -a 

0(eV •• „V) \ ^ 
for the leading power behavior In all orders of perturbation theory for baryon 
and meson pairs, respectively. In particular, we predict power-law suppression 
of e +e~ •* up, KIT (since the vector meson must be produced with non-zero 



h e l U ' U y ) as we l l as e + e -
A<li " any he If c i t y ) . 

I t i s impor tant to noti 
qnnrkonJum decay iJ ' .^ ' .T - H 
a r t b t r a r v number 

- 0)»Mi» 1), P(h« I)n(h-M), fl(li» V2) • 

contrast, scalar, pseujoscalar, or tensor gluon theories predic. „ 
in2t) distribution in leading order! The power-law behavior predicted by 

'<1 by comparing i- and c 1 branching ratios into baryon pairs. 
ts the leading power behavior 

QCD run h 
The theor 

BR_(j, - pp) 
BR(*' * pp) (V (4.10) 

wl'ere BR(t' — pp) n r(it> •* pp)/T(^ •* light-quark hadrons) removes the deDendence 
on fie <J and i' wave functions. The data'6 is consistent with a r/ir io 
(M,;,'/Mv)n with n " 10 t 3- The i, - BB" data can also be used to normalize ttu; 
baryon distribution amplitudes to leading order in a s(M~), and check predic
tions for relative an-i absolute magnitudes of the decay*r3te. 

Fig. S. The leading a^(Q2) contribution 
to the •; - BE amplitude. The calculation 
of this amplitude involves a convolution 
with the baryon distribution amplitude 
: B(M,Q). 

The reactions it,̂ ' •* nppK.< ,.., are suppressed In ()CD because they 
violate hadren helicity conservation- One expeert BRf* •* "P)/BH(J'' -* Tip) -
(M^i/M^)n with n i- b in QCD, whereas n - U is possible in scalar or tensor 
pluon theories. The existing data shows that n 5 10, an even stronger 
mppri'ssion than is expected. It is also curious that the TTp and KK rates 
aie rouphly comparable, since hclicttv flip amplitude are usually associated 
with factors of the (running) quark mass. 

Us can also analyze heavy pseudoscalar (J P= 0~) quarkonia decays in 
pi/rturbaCivt QCD. The decays x ~* fiS should be suppressed since quark 
heUrity conservation requires hg = -hg, in conflict with total angular 
momentum conservation. This is an important test of QCD since this sup
pression would not be present in theories with scalar or tensor glue. 
We would also expect suppression of x production in pp annihilation.37 



V. HADRON IIEUCITY CONSERVATION AND FIXED ANCLE SCATTERINt; 

As we have discussed in Sect. IV, total hadron hellclty conservation 
applies to any largo momentum transfer Amplitudes which fnotorizes into a 
hard scattering subprocess matrix element T-.(x,,Q) (-(involuted with the 
process-independent amplitudes *u'x,C). This factorization (sec Fig. «) 
can be rigorously demonstrated in perturbative QCD for processes ouch as 
the fixed angle two-photon reactions" YY •* MM, where M • i.o.K.K*. etc. 
These reactions are now being using e +e~ collisions. Li.ndsboff pinch con
tributions are suppressed by a power of Q 2 (= p^) at the horn level, even 
before taking into account the Sudakov form factor suppression of such 
amplitudes. In addition, there is no anomalous contribution from quark 
currents at the edge of phase space (1-x) < m/Q. Total hclicity conser
vation implies that to al] orders in a.,(Q*) the leading power contribution 
for YY ** MM at fixed 0 c . m - produce mesons with equal and opposite helicities; 
YY •* p(h -0)p(li = il) , YY •+ o(h - +l)p(h ' -1) are suppressed. Note that 
YY ** o+(h -+l)c<~{h = -1) is not suppressed even though Y* •* o+(h = +l)p~<h -= -1) 
is nonleading. Complete predictions (to leading order in as(Q^)) fur ihe 
YY -* MM cross sections, including scaling behavior, normalization, angular 
distributions and heliolty dependence are given in Ref. 8. These processes 
can also be used as a sensitive probe of the structure of the distribution 
amplitudes. We emphasize that the YY * MM predictions provide a detailed, 
definitive check of the basic dynamics of pcrturh.itinc QCD. The corrections 
are rigorously of higher order in m/Q. 

We also predict that hadron hellcily conservation will be satisfied at 
asymptotic momentum transfer in fixed-angle scattering reactions such as 
up •+ up, YP "* Yp, pp -* pp. However, unlike the two-photon •* V| -» MM amplitudes, 
there are suhasymptotic contributions from neai-on-shel1 multiple scattering 
amplitudes (the Liindshofl pinch contribution) and x - 1 quark entering con
tributions which are not necessarily dominated by short distance dynamics. 
Although these contributions are suppressed at asymptotic Q-- by Sudakov form 
factors, they could play a role at moderate momentum transfer. A careful 
analysis of helirft.y effects in these reactions mav i.̂ d to » check on the 
importance of rlu-se contributions. 

In the case of pseudoscalar meson-nnc icon si at i IT in);, hadron helirity 
conservation Imj>lies that the backward peak is power-law suppressed relative 
to the forward peak since angular momentum i annot be conserved at 180°. This 
is consistent with up and Kp scattering data.3u 

At present, the most, detailed check of the heliijiy dependence of hadron 
amplitudes is provided in pp * pp scattering. In general there ;>rc five 
independent parity-conserving and time*reversal-invariant helicity amplitudes: 
. //(++ - + + ) , . //(+- - + - ) , . (f(-+ - + - ) , , //•(++ - + - ) , . */(-- - ++). The QCD 
selection rule -ijnitjai " -'fiml -T'les that .{/(++ ' + -) and .//(-- * ++) 
are powi_-r-lau suppressed. The he 1 i c 11 y-conscrving .imp] i tmles then are 
predicted to scale (modulo logarithms) as .i square of the nucleoli form 
factor, yielding the dimensional-count ing prediction'-

1(1 
f 7 U ) 
\ cm.' 
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(modulo logarithmic corrections from the evolution of the baryon distribution 
amplitudes). The pp •* pp data is In fact conslrtent within « factor of two 
with fixed angle selling ( p | ) ^ * ^ i " " ^ do/dt - const, as the cross section falls 
than five decades in the range U < p | < 12 G e V z , 38° < 0 c m _ < 9 0 ° . 3 e This 
implies that the variation of as(p|) is very slow in thie'domain. On the 
other hand, the data appear to be systematically oscillating*9 about the 
H 1 0 do/dt ~ const, prediction, possibly suggesting the presence of an Inter
fering siibasymptotie amplitude. 

The most sensitive rests of the hard scattering QCD prediction involve 
the polarization effects. The spin asymmetry A ^ is defined as 

dt v ' dt v ' ' dt v ' it K ' 

which measures the difference of cross sections when both nucleons are 
polarized parallel to the normal (x) of the scattering plane or are anti-
parallel. Similarly ALL r e f " r s lt> the polarization asymmetry where the 
Initial spins are polarized along the laboratory beam direction (z) Versus 
nnti-parallei upinn, and Ags refers to initial spins polarized (sideways) 
along the third direction (y). 

For the scattering of identical particles at 90° all amplitudes involving 
a single hcliclty flip vanish, e.g., .++ •* +-). This implies the sum rule**" 

*»» " *U. " *SS • ' (9c.n. • 9 0 " ) • ( 5 - 3 > 

If in adaUion the double-flip umplitude (++ •* —) vanishes, as in the case 
of the perturhative QCD predictions, then we have A[jjg = -AgS (al l angles) and 
the ahove sum rule hecomes1*' •'*' 

2ANN - \l ' l K . n . = 9 °°) " ( 5 ' 4 > 

The striking Crabb et al.1*3 

Argonne measurements for A^ (set 
Fig. 6) can now he combined with 
new (preliminary results) for ALL 
at 90° and P j b = 11.75 CeV 

:; (pT » 2.4 GeV) reported by Yokasawa 
•I « at this meeting: 2AJJN - A L L * 

•;• '. :
 : 2(0.58 l 0.04) - (0. 18 t 0.09) ° 

0.9B;0.17, which is consistent 
* : with helicity conservation. On 

the other hand, it should be noted 
"'" : that the change of A^N i s very 

rapid: A m % 0.05 at 9 c m s 60° 
to Afjn a 0.60 at 0(._in_ 2:'70O, which 
is in maiteed contrast to the 
generally smooth behavior predicted 
from ciilculat >ns of Tu for proton-

ll 8 6. Data for the spin asyamotry „ , c a „ „ , F„? exampl E, 
AM, (noranl to the .catterinr. plane ^ s c t o f ^ s r . l t t e r i d i a s r m s 

for pp .rat.rrinp. «t 90° •' * f a c t i o n ( s (, c , a ) v U h ^ ^ ^ ^ 
of pj^t, and p T . 
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Fig. 7. Represent ativr quark and 
gtuon exchange contributions to the 
pp -• pp scattering amplitude. 
Diagram (e) represents a Landshofl 
pinch contribution, corresponding 
to 3 sequential quark-quark scat
tering with ft 3: o'"-1"-. 

qq PP 

change between the nucleons (which gives a good representation of Hu
pp •+ pp angular distribution and crossing to pp -+ pp) leads to the simple 
prediction1'1'''3 

*N» " A t . " " ASS ' 1 / 3 (?c.». a , 0 ° ' ' ( 5- 5» 

with a very slow variation l< 2%) over all f< m • Diagrams with quark inter
change plus gluon exchange between nucleons u s In Fig. 7b) give 0 smaller 
value for Ai^.1*5 The angular distribution predicted for diagrams with only 
gluon exchange {Fig. 7d,e) is incompatible with the large Pngle data; further
more, if these amplitudes are normalized to the snail angle regime then they 
are negligible at 90°. 5 

At this stage, there does not seem to he a convincing explanation of 
the nuclcon-nuclcon polarization effects nt large angle.uC It seems possible 
that whatever interference of amplitudes causes the osicillation of do/dt 
around the smooth s""*° behavior can also lead to striking Interference effects 
In Che polarization correlations.39•,•' One possibility in that the quark 
interchange amplitude Is asymptotically dominant, but that in the present 
experimental range there is significant Interference with multi-Regge exchange 
contributions.1*1 An importnnt point is that the Lnndshofi pinch contribution 
for pp •* pp scattering includes three sequential qq •* o,q scatterings each at 
approximately the same momentum transfer t - 1/9. Since |c| ' 1.1 CcV2 is not 
very large, ordinary Reggeon exchange could still be playing a role in the 
quark-quark scattering amplitude. Unfortunately, the Introduction of Much 
contributions necessary Includes extra parameters and considerable model-
dependence. Nevertheless, a simple estimate of the relating phase associated 
with triple Regge exchange is consistent with the Interference pattern In
dicated by the pp •* pp large angle data. 



V! . ORI.ATF I FITS ,\b A TEST OK Cl.VON SPIN 

Tin- t t-st'i i.( v.liu'ii sp in which w have d i scussed thus far have necesj iar i ly 
.'ill I'l'fu Ind i ro . 1. The mosr ilram.H I < ton f t rn f l t i on of confined gluon spin 
wo.il.l (>o tf ( l d i r e c t me.-i.-iureiwnt .'f ghtnti ff-t p o l a r f ? a t i o n . As shown In He l". 
-'./'. tin- l lni ' . ir p o l a r i z a t i o n of a produced gluon could be r e f l e c t e d in t en -* 
ot the nr lo i i tn t Ion of the ax l e s o! an o b l a t e le t d i s t r i b u t i o n , as defim-d b\ 
monu'tmun weighted hndr.-n f ragmenta t ion d i s t r i b u t i o n s 

£ > . W ( . U , : . Q) 

A si'.ir.-li tor j.t oblatoness would be particularly interesting in events sue!, 
as o f " * qqg (V banned q,q) whore the gluon Jet can be specified, and the 
gluon linear pnlari z.i t ion can be predicted. These tests, are complicity', 
however, ny the fact that the subpruiesces g * t|q and g •* Kg in the gluou 
jet evolution tends to give cancelling correlations with the gluon lineal 
polarisation." ' 

VI i. Tilt. MAGNETIC MOMENTS OF HADRO-S 

Another important area of spin effvits in QCI) is the prediction of the 
magnet li- moment of the baryons. An analysis of this problem for arbltrarv 
composite systems is given in Ref. 48 using the Pock state description ol 
the hadron state as described in Sect- II. The general result for the 
anomalous moment Is 

S - - E « J M / [ < - \ I I : #>»,(•< ,(n) 

where ;• " (Xj.kjj.s^) is the Fock state wave function for the nth stats with 
initial spin opposite to the r-direction. The sur. is over nil Fock states 
(n) anil charged constituents ). 

A typical contribution to the anomalous moment is of order &a^ - MR*"' 
where R* n' is the mean radius of an internal Fock state (n) whir! cntrib-jtes 
to the nucloon positive and negative heJicity. Thus the napnetlc morien. of 
a nucleon approaches the Hlra. value as the binding energv of the quark and 
gluon Kock states k:'.-ones arbitrary I arge .u'' • u 9 •' l : hi *- result II.T; also been 
derived using t!.e Ore 1 l-Hearn- - rasimov sum rule1"'-'*" or --.lewis, Jispersicn 
reta'ions.^ It i'nould be noted that the standard non- • *. I at ! vi stir fonauLa 1 1 

~ = £ C, predicts U * 0 in the strong binding limir; it', validity is res-
1-1 ± 

trlctod to weak htnding situation!! and thus it has doubtful applicability to 
quark model calculation. In particular, the iion-relaiivistic formula, while 
Eq. (7.1), neglects the effects ol the Lorentr. boost in the interaction with 
the external field. 

The complete calculation of magnetic moments, charge radii, and general 
form factors of hadrons will have to take into account the full relativintlc 
and Fock state sir cturo of QCD.''*•-' The systematic consideration of these 
quantities plus others such <ls CA/C,,, J » 0 matrix elements may lead to tight 
constraints on the details of hadron structure. Wc also nele that the QCD 
analysis applies to nuclear pound states. In particular, deuteron form 



factors at large moment utn transfer, and the 1.1 r 11 v-vl o ] .it ing photon po] ,ir i ..n let 
Been in np •* dy capture ovidcntally require consideration of the quark and 
gluon degrees of freedom of the dcuteron state .it short distances, including 
color-polarized six quark states. Further discussion of these problems can 
be found In Ref. "il. 

V T U . CONCLUSIONS 

Let us hrieflv summarize some nf the mo In tonclnsions concerning the 
testing of yCO spin effects: 

(1) Tests Involving Inclusive processes, though usuallv srrnightforward 
in concept, become definitive only in the e-symr.totii largo momentum transfer 
Unit where the leading twist contributions "i lowvst order in ciK(()*-) become 
dominant. An important example is that long!tndina1/scalar gluon contributions 
must be taken Into account at the next to leading order in a B(Q2). Among, the 
most promising Inclusive tests of gluon spin are the di st r ibtitionsbl* for 
e +e~ •* qqg and processes inv lvlng direct photon production. It is also 
Important to study predictions for spin correlations in structure iunctions 
at large it, especially the longitudinal C/Q" contribution to the mi ton struc
ture and fragmentation funct Ions .' ̂  • Jf'.l u We also note that many of the 
complications Involving hadron structure 1 unctions are elegantly circumvented 
in photon-induced reactions since 
(1) the photon can enter directly into the lending twist suhprocess; and 
Cii) the photon structure function'-'" for anv polarization is determined by 

perturbatlve i)C.h. 

(2) Kigorous, "first class" tests nf perturbalivc Q(T) dynamics to all 
orders in ns(()*) are possible in large momentum transfer exclusive reactions 
such as e +e~ - MM and ;•> • M>1. QCI) spin selection rules which govern the 
leading hard scattering . out r fluit ions (<• occlusive rci.tions are given in 
Sect. IV. Among the most important tests oi vector glium spin are the pre
dicted power-law suppression of >*p • H*{h B 3/i'), e'e" - up, e +e~ -• V "* *o , 
find x "* l>P- The e +e" .innihi Lit ion processes an p,u t i i ul.irly .it,rf»l for 
studying the helicity structure ol amplitudes because the IrtLermedlate virtual 
photon or resonance Is alwavs polarized along the beam axis, allowing hadronK 
helicity conservation to be verified .-.iniplv by measuring the angel-ir distribu
tion of the final states. In the case of <. ' pp. experiments' rlearl,' indi
cate an angular distribution proportional to 1+ios"-''-. This is strong evidence 
favoring a vector gluon since scalar or tensor gluun ex.-hangc models would 
predict a s]n 2P distribution to leading order in the .ouoling constant. The 
predicted suppression of -p * n<, is also evident in the data, Large transverse 
momentum exclusive processes are particularly well suited to the study of the 
spin structure of hadn.ii dy.-inmirs at short distames bet anse the hadron heli
city equals the sum of the helicities ol its vai.u.e qoark const Ituents in all 
dominant amplitudes. The spin corre laliuns are m m h stronger i TI exclusive 
than in inclusive reactions because of the absence of depolarizing effeits 
such as non-interacting spectators, non-zero constltoeirt orbit* I angular 
momentum and non-valence Foifc state <outrUnitions. tin * e other hand, 
exclusive reactions such as pp -• pp, .ft the present accessible momentum 
transfers, may be complicated by subnsymptntic comribulimis not controlled 
by short distance dynamics. 



(3) Finally, we nut,, that tin.- < aUul.it Ion of the nagnetic moment and 
other spin-dependent hadronlt- [arameters will require consideration of Hie 
lull rel.itivlst tc Fock state structure of the hadrontc wave functions. In 
particular, unless quark binding effects arc negligible, the spin structure 
of the nucleon wove function — l.orentz-boosted from rest — is required to 
compute the nucleon magnetlr moments. 
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